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Mortgage lenders increasingly use machine learning (ML) algorithms 

to make loan approval and pricing decisions. This has some positive ef-

fects: ML loan models can be up to 40 percent less discriminatory than 

face-to-face lending. Moreover, unlike human loan officers, algo-

rithms can be tested for fairness before they’re released into the wild. 

But such decisions also present challenges: when ML models discrim-

inate, they do so disproportionately against underbanked borrowers. 

In addition, it is often unclear how existing fair lending laws should be 

applied to algorithms, which are updated too frequently for traditional 

fair lending audits to handle. To address these challenges, this project 

recommends that the state lending regulators define a fairness metric 

for mortgage algorithms and pilot automated fair lending tests.
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THE PROBLEM

Onsite fair lending audits are traditionally used to detect and mitigate 

algorithmic discrimination. However, key limitations in these audits 

exist. For instance, ML models can be updated daily—far more 

frequently than fair lending audits are designed to handle. In addition, 

because ML models lack a human decision-maker to interrogate 

the reasoning behind their loan decisions, it can be unclear how key 

concepts of fairness are being applied to ML algorithms. As a result, 

traditional fair lending audits are at risk of losing their ability to 

effectively detect and diagnose discriminatory lending practices.

THE SOLUTION

To address algorithmic discrimination and clarify fair lending rules, 

this project recommends that the state lending regulators define a rig-

orous statistical fairness metric. This project offers several choices of 

metric and advocates running a fair lending model contest in partner-

ship with local universities to pilot the metric.

To keep up with frequent updates to lending algorithms, this project 

also recommends that state lending regulators develop a lightweight 

automated fair lending test that automatically evaluates each new 

version of a lending model using the chosen fairness metric. The plan 

outlines how this automated test can help judge the fair lending con-

test and ultimately prevent algorithmic lending discrimination before 

it occurs.

When machine learning 
models discriminate, they do 
so disproportionately against 
underbanked borrowers.


